Definition Matching
Write in the term that matches each definition below.

A. instill  
B. encompass  
C. pervade  
D. assimilate  
E. encroach  
F. engulf  
G. immerse  
H. ineffectual  
I. surpass  
J. pivot

1. to absorb a part into a whole = ________________________________
2. to introduce gradually in order to establish securely = ________________________________
3. to infringe or advance beyond the proper limits = ________________________________
4. to spread throughout = ________________________________
5. to exceed or go beyond = ________________________________
6. 1) to cover with liquid or 2) to completely engage the attention of = ________________________________
7. 1) to swallow up by covering completely or 2) to overwhelm = ________________________________
8. not bringing about the desired result = ________________________________
9. to enclose, encircle, or include = ________________________________
10. the hinge on which something turns (can be a person) = ________________________________